
 

 

Sunday – April 21, 2013 
 

Heart to Heart…   
      
     Let’s look at Scripture about the death of Jesus that He bore on the cross for us. It was a cruel and 
horrid death. There wasn’t time spent on making these execution pieces beautiful and smooth. It was 
rough wood put together to kill criminals…and our Lord and Savior. 
 
     Fast forward today and look at how the symbol the cross is used. Beautiful ornaments, worn as 
jewelry and covered in silver and gold. Sometimes they are edged and shine with a brilliance that cannot 
be missed. The symbol of the cross is found almost anywhere you look. Why some even tattoo it on 
their body! 
 
     A couple of years ago we had a fellow walking through our city on Highway 54 carrying a big cross. 
The publicity he drew and the people that followed him was amazing. However, that cross was made out 
of a light material that looked like wood, smoothly sanded, rich in luster and had two wheels on the 
bottom, with a padded beam for comfort to pull along and perfectly balanced so it wouldn’t tilt. It was a 
major news story for the media and a draw for many of the religious. 
 
     The sacrifice of Jesus our Lord in our place, by a cruel means of death, having to carry that heavy 
cross on His shoulders after being beaten with blood coming from His body was not some beautiful 
ornament. This means of dying had a message tied to: THIS IS YOU! I TOOK YOUR PLACE! It was 
my penalty, my sins, my lusts, my selfish desires, my hateful and unloving attitudes that caused our 
Lord the pain of punishment. Yet here was God, willing to allow His Son to be our substitute to save us 
from the penalty that was due us so we could share in His life. 
 
     Where has all this taken us? The popular religious beliefs of today more often focus on joy, 
happiness, peace, health and prosperity rather than atonement, obedience, responsibility, faithfulness, 
self-denial and commitment. People seem to want to cuddle and hug this beautiful jewelry never 
thinking that so many went to prison, suffered countless beatings, whippings and dangers for the cause 
of Christ and a heart commitment to His cause. Look how little evangelism there is anymore! People 
daily are headed to eternity thinking all is well because God loves everyone and no one will lose their 
soul as long as they are good, nice people!! People have wandered away from the teachings of the truth 
of God’s word and parents or friends don’t seem to mind as long as they are happy, healthy and have a 
little religion! In all this, the gold, padded cross with a wheel on it shines brightly! 
 
     I guess about the only thing left for us today is to put a happy face on the cross and bask in our 
safety, comfort and approval from others while God is ignored, truth is not sought and Scripture is 
abused. What does the death, burial and resurrection mean to you? Look at what concerns your life and 
motivates you and therein you will have your answer. Think about it!!! 
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